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GOLD PRICES

Producers
raised hedging
in June quarter

News about the possibility of two interest rate hikes by the US
Federal Reserve in 2016 fuelled interest across risky assets,
driving gold and other safe-haven assets lower

DILIP KUMAR JHA
Mumbai, 4 September

Gold producers raised their
hedge book by eight per cent
globally in the April–June quarter, the highest in six years, as
protection from price volatility
and to save their margins.
Data compiled by precious
metals consultancy GFMS
Thomson Reuters showed the
global producer hedge book
amounted to 9.5 million ounces
(295 tonnes) during the second
quarter of calendar year 2016, a
fourth quarterly increase and
to its highest level since the second one of 2010. The quarteron-quarter change amounted
to an increase of 0.67 mn oz (21
tonnes), led by 20 producers.
The increase from the
March quarter showed mining companies expected a
price fall in the short term.
Over April, gold continued to
trade over a narrow range.
News about the possibility of
two interest rate increases by
the US Federal Reserve this
year fuelled interest across
risky assets, driving gold and
other safe-haven assets lower. Gold slipped to $1,251 an
oz, prompting companies to
strengthen their hedge book.
On Saturday, it traded at
$1,326 an oz in the benchmark
London spot market.
“Gold miners continued to
embrace hedging amid strong
prices into early July. Activity
appeared to favour forward
sales over options contracts, a
pattern we do not expect to
continue. With the delivery
profile for the third quarter
pointing to 1.37 mn oz coming
off the book, GFMS forecasts a
modest de-hedging outcome to
emerge,” it reported.
In April–June quarter,
Australian gold miners added
the highest amount to their

hedge book, about 12 tonnes
and 29 per cent of the global
increase in forward sales. As a
result, at end-June, forward
sales rose to represent 33 per
cent of the total nominal hedge
book, an increase of three per
cent from the previous quarter
Although the third quarter
has so far seen sparse
announcements of new hedging activity, the report believes
the uncertainty over higher
prices in 2016 would get more
producers to join the hedging
club. Should prices fail to break
above $1,400/oz in the third
quarter, producers may opt to
sit on the sidelines while their
hedge books naturally unwind.
Prithviraj Kothari, managing director, RiddiSiddhi
Bullions, advises gold consumers to buy on every low,
amid expectation of a further
rise in its price. “We do not
expect the US Fed to hike
interest rates more than once
this calendar year. This might
further strengthen the gold
price,” he added.
The delivery schedule at
end-June indicated 1.37 mn oz
(43 tonnes) of de-hedging was
due during the third quarter.
The forward sales component
amounts to 0.95 mn oz (30
tonnes) of scheduled deliveries, with a smaller contribution from both basic and and
exotic options.
G Thiagarajan, Director,
Commtrendz, said, “Through
hedging, gold producers cover their margins with a negatively bullish view on prices.
Based on the US manufacturing data, released on Friday,
gold prices are likely to
remain neutral to mildly positive in the near future.”
Standard gold closed on
Saturday at Zaveri Bazar here
at ~30,825 per 10g, a decline
of ~170.

Realtors seek early
decision on release
of salt pan land
vision of ‘housing for all’ has
to wait for now.”
Rajesh Krishnan, managMaharashtra government's ing director and CEO of Brick
new housing policy, released Eagle Capital Advisory, said
on Friday in the run-up to the there was no clarity on availelection to the 227-member ability of salt pan land for conBrihanMumbai Municipal struction. According to him,
Corporation (BMC) slated for if this land is reclaimed, there
early 2017, has evoked mix will be plenty of land to start
affordable mass housing projreactions from realty firms.
Niranjan Hiranandani, ects. “However, the governmanaging
director
of ment will have to take into
Hiranandani Group, said: consideration the environ“Buildings in suburbs have ment implications.”
According to Krishnan,
become old and dilapidated
and their redevelopment will cluster development would
be possible with extra floor help ease pressure on the
space index (FSI) on the lines island city’s infrastructure as
in future, the busiof island city of
ness and corporate
Mumbai. Further, If this land is
15,000 buildings of reclaimed, there centres could move
Maharashtra
will be plenty of to surburbs.
The
ruling
Housing and Area land to start
Development
affordable mass Bharatiya Janata
Authority will also housing projects Party and the Shiv
Sena say the redebe redeveloped.
The rehabilitation of slums velopment of old and dilapiaround Mumbai airport will dated buildings will help crebe now made in situ within ate new housing stock for the
three km and this will pave common man. However,
way for the construction of Opposition parties Congress
high rise buildings.” He said and Nationalist Congress
the development of salt pan Party termed it as “old wine
land spread over 2,000 acre in new bottle”.
Maharashtra
Chief
was missing in the new policy.
According to Gulam Zia, Minister Devendra Fadnavis
executive director (advisory, has said it’s not meant for the
retail and hospitality) of builders’ lobby but for the
Knight Frank (India), addi- common man. Shiv Sena
tional FSI to incentivise rede- President Uddhav Thackeray
velopment of old dilapidated shared chief minister's views
is a welcome move. “However, saying his party would not
the major issue of creating allow builders to indulge in
affordable housing stock by changing names of localities,
unlocking salt pan land as has been done in some cenremains in abeyance. So, the tral Mumbai areas.
SANJAY JOG
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